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Abstract
Derivation and propagation of human embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cell
(hESC/hiPSC) lines are common tasks, yet
typical procedures and results vary widely.
Manual methods are preferred as they give
more consistent cultures, but enzymatic
methods are more widely used due to scalability at the expense of reproducibility. To
address these challenges, Cyntellect has
developed innovative stem cell applications
on the LEAP™ Cell Processing Work station.
LEAP selects undifferentiated stem cell
colonies to be automatically sectioned into
sub-colonies of defined size by rapid laser
cutting, resulting in more uniform stem
cell cultures than current methods. Further,
laser sectioning of confluent hESC/hiPSC
cultures results in direct generation of uniformly-sized EB populations which are more
proliferative and hold greater differentiation
potential than typical heterogeneous EB
cultures. Finally, direct analysis and purification of intact colonies with desirable characteristics can be performed using LEAP’s
rapid imaging coupled with laser-based cell
purification, all within closed well plates.

These novel applications provide automated, reproducible, sterile closed-system
methods to support hESC/hiPSC culture
operations, and significantly improve the
efficiency of stem cell differentiation for
generation of specialized cell types for cellbased screening and therapeutics.
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